April 2021 Foxhunt
The March foxhunt was held Sunday April 11th. It was a week after the first Sunday after
the club meeting due to the first Sunday being Easter. Pete, K6VVR, Gary K6JXM, and
Jerry, KF7FPD were the foxes.
There were two teams for this hunt.
1
Jeff, WB7RFY, Keith, KJ7GFX, John, WB9VGJ, and Levi, KJ7WRS
2
Robert, WA6FBA, Jim, W0HJ, and Hank, W6HTW
The results of the hunt were:
Finish
1
2

Team
2
1

Time
19 min.
50 min.

Even though there were only two teams for the hunt, there were three first-time hunters
that participated: KJ7WRS, W0HJ, and W6HTW. KJ7WRS is a new ham. All three had a
good time and plan on participating in future hunts.
The foxes hid the transmitters at the end of Rocking Horse, a short street branching off of
the intersection of Kingsbury and Windy Walk Lane south of Iron Springs Road. The
location was not far from N7CW’s house and we had a great view of his tower and
antennas from the site.
WA6FBA’s Doppler setup did its job on this hunt, enabling his team to quickly locate the
transmitter. That being said, we had been close to it, but instead of heading down the
road that led to it, we spent some time searching farther west on Iron Springs Road.
It was a beautiful day to be on a foxhunt and it was great to welcome the three new
hunters. Everyone enjoyed themselves.
You can see pictures I took of the hunt here (Copy link and paste into your browser.):
Tinyurl.com/YARCfoxhuntApril2021
Due to coronavirus concerns, we did not go anywhere for socializing after the hunt.
We invite anyone interested in foxhunting, especially anyone who has not done it before,
to join us. Those new to the hobby can ride with an experienced hunter. We always have
a good time, win, lose or draw.
73,
John, WB9VGJ

